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This final report describes they solar energy hot water system
installed in the Days Inns of America, Inc., Days Inn Mot,eil. (120 rooms)
I -35/0-276 Valley View bane, Da,llais "Texas.
	
They solar system was
des igned by II I Incorporated to provide Fly percent of the total
domestic hot water 011W) demand.	 They Solar Energy Products, model
(11-30WW liquid (water) flat plate collector (1,000 square? feet)
system automatically drains into they 1,000 gallon steel storage
t ank when the solar pump is not running.	 This system is one of	 I
01i =von systems planned unde=r then EC-77-G-01-1052 grant.	 Heat 114
transferred from the D1lW tanks through a shell and tube heat
VWhanger.	 A circulating
 
pump between the Piili' tanks and heat ex-	 t
chanty enables solar heated waster to Melp make up standby losses. 	 i
All pumps' are controlled by di fferenti al temperature cont rollers.
The operation of this system was begun March 11, 1980.	 The solar
componen ts wvre* partly funded ($1,5 , 000 of 30,000 cast) by a.
Popartmont of Energy grant.
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sf IU	 Iasc. t 	 will	 Provide the material for	 install
SOUP dataestic hot water Vito described herein for
t QVAWi*st Inc, t on the NOW located at:
t
1 2M Forest lane, Caal las t Texas	
v	 `	 _The V$'tW will be a retrofit sM is expected to provide up to 640
t	 i
s
theinn#S domestic hot water for the rooms and the associated laa 	 ry.
A +c	 ,r of an OF Chart's
 printout by month is provided on paid L
r	 • The system piping schematic is amide on page 3 and a 'fist of
equipment is provided on page 4 0
'	 t Check valves arre located in the collector lines to pr evo t hot
E	 t	 '` moist ` air from rising through the pipe and being condensed in that
k' collectors (which could result in collector transport system damage if 	 ik
1 water ware to freeze in the collector).*
of
f	 t	 ^	 s.l
Pressure gauges are installed across each pwp so the system flow
rreaa°tes can be set and read periodically as a preventative maintenance
' check.	 Temperature measuring devices are also installed to 'tWerature
r	 t	 :,^ of than foll&ing points can bemeasured:
a Input to collectors and bottom of th* mal storage tanki (saw as
input to coll ectors), output of collectors and input to heat exchangers
(same asas tto	 of thermal storage tank	 output
	
of heat exchanger;^	 p	 g );	 p	 nSi	 input
from domestic
	 hart water tanks, out pout to domestic hot water tanks*
F	 II The combination of Flaw rates derived from the pressure actors
and the temperatures can b	 used to assess system performance, as well 	 t'	 ^
as diagnosis certain system failures,.
i
i
i
Y
r
t
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(l) based on "F-Chaart program a :analysis using computer program developed
by Scotch Programs Co.
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Notss;t	 1) Angle - , Collector angle with horizon; 8) F" TA - Collector
	 .•.
^► 	 performance intercept, 3) F" UA • Collector performance slope;
•	 4) WTR - Domestic hot water land as million BTU/month; B) F 2-
Net area of collector absorberplate, b)-FRS - Fraction of total
load proYideo by solar , 7} M8l•U - First entry as
	 load
million BTU; BY NEITU - Second entry -.Solar contri bution mill ion
BTU; 9) First 12 sets of output data * monthly $ starting in
January; 10) last set of output data, yearly totals. .
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(1) Assumes a moxixtm or three domestic hot water tanks are tied into the
a
System*
(2) DAYSTAR Model 1400 collectors are considered an acceptable alternative
based on p erformance analysis	 a
A layout of the thermal storage tank and the solar
control unit. The plan is thought to be best based on conservation
of floor space and minimizing solar system piping. This plan can be
adjusted provided Days Inn prefers some alternate layout.
Controls for the system consist of four differential thermostats.
One for the collector/storage differential which controls P 1 . Three
differentials are used to control the DHW (tank heating, one for each
tank). Any one of these differential thermostats can turn on P 2
 and
the DHW circulation pump when the water in the bottom of its DHW tank
is cooler than the water in the top of the 1,000 gallon solar storage
tank. All differential controllers have variable turn on/turn off
i' settings. For the collector loop a 6T of 10°F on and 3 0 off is plan-,
ned. For the three DHW,1T's a 180F on and a 100F off is planned for
the heat transfer through the heat exchanger. A simplified schematic
is provided on page 7.
The solar equipment, including the storage tank, is to be located
directly below the collector arrays which are shown in the Roof Plan.
page 8. The collectors face SouL• ht 50F. A collector angle of 290
provides maximum yearly energy. Spacing of 22' or greater will be
maintained to prevent shading.
The array is further depicted in Collector Array Piping, Elevation
and Plan drawings, page 9. Here the 10 0 sun angle for 8 A.M. on
December 21 is depicted, along with the planned piping arrangement. All
external piping is covered with 112" expanded rubber insulation which is
painted with latex. Internal piping will be either fiber Jacket or expaned
rubber. The solar thermal storage tank will be insulated to a R 19 or
better. The tank is planned for a 4'X5'X5'4" height. This configuration
provides for a minimum space requirement while raking retrofit possible
without enlarging 6' door openings.
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SOLAR DOMESTIC
HOT WATER
SYSTEM MANUAL
for
DAYS INN
(Airport N.)
I-35E & 2275 Valley View Lane
Farmers Branch, Texan 75234
designed & installed by
ILI, Inc.
5965 Peachtree Corners East
Norcross, Georgia 30071
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SECTION I
y
f
I
SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
The system is designed to provide solar heated domestic hot water
to the motel for use in the rental units for shower and lavatory purposes
as well as hot water for the laundry room. The system is an automatic
draindown design employing an atmospheric vented storage tank for storing
the hot water collected by the 1,000 square foot collector array. The
collector array is mounted on the roof directly above the laundry room
where the storage tank and control unit are located. The control unit
houses all pumps, heat exchangers, difterential thermostats, relays,
valves (except one check valve in the collector return line), meters,
gauges, and sensors (except for the collector, thermal storage and DNW
tank sensors).
The collector array consist of four large modules containing a total
of 20 collectors plumbed in series/parallel. The two end modules contain
eight collectors each while the two center modules contain seven collectors
each.
Figure 1 depicts the collector array and module relationsb 4 p as well
as the collector plumbing. The collector feed is at the botto, 	 f the
collectors and connects to the left and right ports of the collector in-
ternal headers.
The first and secoi ►d module are fed through a 1-1/4" pipe while the
third and fourth modules are fed from a 1 inch and 3/4" pipe respectively.
The collector return piping is identical to the feed except for the
last outlet in module No. 4 which has a vacuum breaker. Since all internal
headers (upper and lower) are connected in series, the single vacuum
breaker can function for all collectors.
The solar collectors ha ys; copper absorber plates coated with a flat
black finish. The glazing is water white tempered glass with a strippled
pattern which reducesspectbal reflectance. The collectors are south
facing and at a pitch of 26 for maximum year around collection.
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1)	 Angle Collector angle with horizon;	 2) F" TA	 Collector
performance intercept; 3) F" UA Collector performance slope;
4)	 WTR - Domestic hot water load - million BTU/month; 5)	 F 2-
Net area of collector absorberplate; 6)	 FRS - Fraction of total
load provided by solar; 7) MBTU - First entry - Total	 load
million BTU; 8) MBTU - Second entry - Solar contribution million
BTU; 9) First 12 sets of output data - monthly, starting in
January; 10) Last set of output data, yearly totals.
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SECTION II
SYSTEM OPERATION
A schematic of the system is provided in Figure 2. The solar
collection loop is from the bottom of the 1,000 gallon storage tank
through P t and the collectors and return to the storage tank. The check
valve in the return line is added to prevent moisture from rising in the
pipe and condensing in the collectors. To heat domestic hot water, pumps
P and P3 are activated. Pump P circulates hot water from the top of
t9e 1,000 gallon storage tank t hough the shell side of the heat exchanger
and returns to the bottom of the domestic hot water tanks through the tube
side of the heat exchanger and returns the heated water to the upper section
of the domestic hot water tanks. Equal pipe lenghts are maintained from
each tank to the common feed lines to ensure balanced flow from each tank.
A back flow preventor is located between the cold water supply line and
the solar water heating pump to prevent water from being pumped into the
cold water supply line.
The pumps are controlled by differential temperature controllers,
see Figures 2 and 3. Operation is based on the collector tenrperature(S1)
being hotter than the bottom of the storage tank (S 2 ) to collect and store
energy. This control is via SC120-1. Pumps P and P are operated by the
SC120-2 which uses sensors S in the top of th g storage tank and S in the
bottom of one of the domesti2 hot water tanks. When S 3 is hotter ithan S4,
SC120-2 energizes P 2 and PSC120-2 also opeates R6 which energizes
automatic valves V 1 , V2 , aA' V3.
The LCD tempeature meter obtains its 9v D. C. power from either of
the SC120 controllers. Its' temperature sensors are designated T 1 through
T and are located as shown in Figure 2. System temperatures can be read
Oom the panel meter by rotating the selector switch on the front panel
of the control unit from T 1 through T 6 . Meter calibration is performed in
positions T 7 or TD.
Pressure meters are mounted on the suction and discharge side of P1,
P and P 3 . System flow rates can be determined by reading these
meters ab using the curves provided in Figure 4.
15
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CALIBRATION STEPS FOR ILI'S
SOLAR DIFFERENTIAL CONTROLLER MODEL 120
USED FOR THE COLLECTOR PUMP
1. TURN POWER OFF TO THE DIFFERENTIAL CONTROLLER.
2. PUT DIFFERENTIAL CONTROL SWITCH IN THE AUTOMATIC POSITION.
3. TURN R 1 AND R ON CONTROLLER FULLY CLOCK WISE (CW) (R 1 IS THE LOWER
POT, R2
 IS THE UPPER POT OR MIDDLE POT IF THREE POTS ARE ON THE BOARD).
4. REMOVE OPERATIONAL SENSORS AND CONNECT CALIBRATION SENSOR BOX TO
CONTROLLER. (HIGH TEMPERATURE SENSOR (HTS) ON INSIDE TWO TERMINALS
REFERENCE SENSOR ON OUTSIDE TWO TERMINALS).
5. SET REFERENCE SENSOR TO 160.
6. SET HTS TO 7175 ( 150 AT ON).
7. TURN POWER TO CONTROLLER ON.
*8. ADJUST R2 COUNTER CLOCKWISE(CCW) UNTIL LED LIGHTS.
9. ADJUST R1
 FULLY CCW.
10. SET HTS TO 765 ( 50 AT OFF) .
11. ADJUST R 1 CW UNTIL LED GOES OUT.
12. SET HTS TO 775 - LED SHOULD COME ON, IF NOT, ADJUST R2.
13. SET HTS TO 765 - LED SHOULD GO OFF, IF NOT, ADJUST R1.
(Repeat steps 8 and 9 until calibration is within desired range of accuracy).
14. TURN POWER OFF TO THE DIFFERENTIAL CONTROLLER.
15. REMOVE CALIBRATION SENSOR BOX AND RECONNECT OPERATIONAL SENSORS.
16. TURN POWER ON.
*	 LED (Light Emitting Diode-an indicator bulb)
Notes:
1) Calibration can be made at any desired tempeatures,
however, it is recommended that the y be made in the
range of expected systems operation. See thermistor
transfer characteristics table for resistance setting
other than those given.
2) Linear pots can be used and set at desired resistance
value according to thermistor transfer characteristics3	 tables instead of using the calibration box.
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CALIBRATION STEPS FOR ILL'S
SOLAR DIFFERENTIAL CONTROLLER MODEL 120
USED FOR THE D.N.W. PUMP
1. TURN POWER OFF TO THE DIFFERENTIAL CONTROLLER.
2. PUT DIFFERENTIAL CONTROL SWITCH IN THE AUTOMATIC POSITION.
3. TURN R 1
 AND R ON CONTROLLER FULLY CLOCK WISE (CW) (R IS THE LOWER
POT, R2
 IS THE UPPER POT OR MIDDLE POT IF THREE POTS ARE ON THE BOARD).
4. REMOVE OPERATIONAL SENSORS AND CONNECT CALIBRATION SENSOR BOX TO
CONTROLLER. (HIGH TEMPERATURE SENSOR (HTS) ON INSIDE TWO TERMINALS
REFERENCE SENSOR ON OUTSIDE TWO TERMINALS).
5. SET REFERENCE SENSOR TO 760.
6. SET HTS TO 780 ( 200 LET ON) .
7. TURN POWER TO CONTROLLER ON.
*8. ADJUST R2
 COUNTER CLOCKWISE(CCW) UNTIL LED LIGHTS.
9. ADJUST R 1
 FULLY CCW.
10. SET HTS TO 770 ( 100 AT OFF).
11. ADJUST R 1 CW UNTIL LED GOES OUT.
12. SET HTS TO 780- LED SHOULD COME ON, IF "SOT, ADJUST R2.
13. SET HTS TO 770- LED SHOULD GO OFF, IF NOT, ADJUST R1.
(Repeat steps 8 and 9 until calibration is within desired range of accuracy).
14. TURN POWER OFF TO THE DIFFERENTIAL CONTROLLER.
15. REMOVE CALIBRATION SENSOR BOX AND RECONNECT OPERATIONAL SENSORS.
16. TURN POWER ON.
*	 LED (Light Emitting Diode-an indicator bulb)
Notes:
1) Calibration can be made at any desired tempeatures,
however, it is recommended that they be made in the
range of expected systems operation. See thermistor
transfer characteristics table for resistance setting
other than those given.
2) Linear pots can be used and set at desired resistance
value according to thermistor transfer characteristics
tables instead of using the c^iibration box.
1^'
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ILI TEMPERATURE METER
CALIBRATION PROCEDURE
1. Set simulator setting at 650(A resistance equivalent to a sensor at 00
 C).
2. Adjust OFFSET POT 6 until LCD reads 000.
3. Set simulator setting at 821 ( A resistance equivalent to a sensor at 100 0
 C).
4. Adjust SCALE VOT until LCD reads 100.
S. Repeat steps 1 through 4 until the correct readings are obtained.
COMPONENT DESCRIPTION
1. 40 pin LCD (Liquid Crystal Display)
2. 40 pin IC chip
3. 9 volt DC input terminals
4. Sensor input terminals (and simulator input terminals)
5. Scale potentiometer
6. Offset potentiometer
7. gensor simulator (If a simulator is not available, a resistance o" 3250 ohms
is the same as setting at 650. A resistance of 4109 ohms is the same as a
setting at 821.
OO'O
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EMERGENCY SHUTDOWN
EMERGENCY SHUTDOWN - THE SWITCH AT THE BOTTOM LEFT of the control
box will disconnect all po%ler to solar unit (DOWN IS OFF).
IF LEAKAGE IS THE CAUSE FOR EMERGENCY SHUTDOWN, first close valves
y 8 and # 9 . This isolates ;he solar system from the city water supply
and building distribution. Next close valves # 5 , # 6 , and # 7. This
isolates the 1,000 gallon tank from the piping system.
RETURN TO OPERATION - If the system was turned off during the day,
for over 5 minutes, with the sun out, the system should not be turned on
until sunset. The reason for this is with the sun out and the collector
plate dry, the collector plate will get very hot. If water is pumped to
the collectors while they are very hot, it would flash into steam and
possibly damage a collector.
To return to a safe operation plit all control switches (smell switches)
to OFF (middle position). Turn the pi,wer switch to ON. If the sun is
not out or the system has been off for less than 5 minutes turn the
collector switch to ON, the collector circulator pump should turn on.
Now switch the collector switch to AUTO and leave there. Next, operate
the D.H.W. switches ON. The two pumps should operate and the three Taco
valves on the dischare side of the heat exchanger should opeate. Now
put the switch in the AUTO position. The system is now -in the fully
automatic position.
flote: A lighted fuse holder indicates a blown fuse.
22
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SECTION IV
MAINTENANCE
1. MONTHLY CHECK S MT GLASS. When the tank is hot and the collectors
are drained (end of a bright day), the water level observed in the
sight glass should be below but within 1" (one inch) of the top of
the sight glass. If the level is greater than 1" (one inch) below
the top of the sight glass water should be added. Add the water
through the drain/fill valve at the bottom of the control unit.
Connect a hose between this drain valve and a waterline. (Make sure
the vaccum breaker is on the fill valve). Open the valves at both
ends of the hose and leave both open until the water level observed
in the sight glass is even with the top of the sight glass. Turn
off both valves at the ends of the hose and remove the hose to pre-
vent tampering or overfilling.
2. BI-MONTHLY CHECK AUTOMATIC VALVES. 	 This test will determine if the
valves are stuck open.	 Operate the D.H.W.	 switches on the control
box to the middle position (OFF). 	 Wait about 1 minute.	 On the
side of each green valve operator is a black, lever. 	 Move the lever
towards the pipe and then away from thepipe - resistance should be
felt moving the lever towards the pipe ( you are manually opening
the valve).	 If the lever will move only a'.)out half-way then stop -
the valve is frozen shut.
	
If no resistance is felt moving the lever -
the valve is Frozen open.	 Repeat for all	 t;;ree valves.	 Now, switch
t the three bottom left switches to the ON position (push switch to the
left).	 Wait about 2 minutes.	 Operating the same levers on the valves,
no resistance should be felt. 	 If resistance is felt pushing the
lever towards the pipe the valve is not opening.	 If this condition
exists see if 24VAC is being delivered to the actuator (green box
on valve).	 If 24VAC is being delivered,	 replace the actuator.	 If
24VAC is not being delivered consult 	 ILI,	 Inc.	 After completion of
this test, return ALL the switches to the AUTO position.
3. CHECK CONTROL CARDS.	 If operatic ,	is questioned.	 Insure all	 switches
are in AUTO position.	 To check, the sensor at the bottom of each
tank (solar and D.N.W.)	 is put in ice water -	 the light corresponding
to that sensor should turn on	 (if it is out); put it in boiling water
-	 the fight should turn off	 (if	 it	 is on).
4. PERIODICALLY RECORD TEMPERATURES. 	 Record at least monthly. 	 Pick a
clear day and record every 2 or 3 hours.	 This is a operation
record of the system and will	 help identify any problem that might
otherwise go unnoticed.
5. PUMP MOTORS.	 The motors and pumps are permanently lubricated and
require no oiling.	 A pump seal	 leaking will	 cause a wet spot on
the floor.	 A burned out pumo motor will 	 illuminate one of the three
lamps on the front of the control	 box when the pump is signaled to
turn on.	 To turn the pumps on,	 first	 insure the breaker is on and
the power switch	 is on.	 To manually turn on P-1,	 switch the collector
23
switch to the ON POSITION. The small red light above the switch
should turn on along r.ith the pump. Return the swit(.h to the
AUTO POSITION. Switching the D.H.W. switches to the ON POSITRON will
t	
operate P-2 and P-3. Return the switch to the A1110 POSITION.
	6.	 EMERGENCY TURN OFF. The switch at the bottom left of the control
box will disconnect all power to the solar unit (DOW1 IS OFF").
	
1.	 PUMP FUSE CHECK -
A. Turn "POWER" switch to ON , If light in the power fuse turns
on, the main power fuse is blown. Replace it with a 30 amp
slow blow #4AG fuse.
B. Power must be on. Operate "COLL" Switch to ON if the light
labeled P-1 turns on then the fuse is blown; replace if re-
quired. If not, return the switch to AUTO. T`'s tests P-1
circuit. (If fuse needs replacement use 220 amp, 4 AG fuse).
C. Power operates "D.H.W." Switch to ON if the light's) labeled
P-2 or P-3 turn on, then the fuse(s) are blown; replace if
required. If not, return the switch to AUTO. This test P-2
and P-3. (If fuse needs replacement use 15 amp, 4 AG fuses.)
I
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OPERATING RECORDS
The system temperature and flow rates are key information in
determining how well the solar system is performing. Therefore, this
information should be determined periodically and some judgement made
as to system performance. To aide in detecting performance trends, the
data should be recorded and in formation comparisons made with previous
data taken•under comparable conditions. If the conditions (outside
temperature, sunshine, and temperature of the load) are not close Cher
no judgement can be made as to system trends. A suggested data sheet
format is provided on the following page.
Under normal or average conditions, one could exgect the temperature
rise across the collectors (T l
	T ) in the area of 6 C. This is also
a reasonable temperature rise on t9e output of the p tube (T 5 - T ) if
T is in the 15% range and T is in the area of 25 C. As T incr9ases
op T3 decreases, (T	 T ) wi1?l decrease. Observation of these temperatures
over a period of tine will assist in detecting the need for system
m?intenance.
The rate of flow through the pump circuits effect the temperature
rise/fall of the circuits. The normal flow rate through the collectors
(P t ) should be in the area of 30 gpm. (AP of 22 PSI). The mean flow
rate through the shell side of the heat exchanger Pis 23 gpm ( P of
16 PSI) and the tube side P -3, is V gpm (,LP of 1 23 PSI). It is not
necessary that these flow rates be exact. However significant departures
from these rates indicate changes in system operating characteristics.
It is therefore desirable to detect very early any changes that indicate
a trend either up or down.
Figure 4 provides a curve for interperting pressure drop across
the pumps in terms og gmp. By taking the pump discharge pressure and
subtracting the pump suction pressure; we obtain a
	 P which can be
entered on the left axis of the graph. Reading across until the proper
pump curve is intersected and then down to the horizontal axis, we can
find the capacity flow in gallons per minute. An example is provided
on Figure 4 to insure proper interpretation.
If conversion between degrees celsius and fahrenheit is desired,
use the equations below:
°C=4( °F-32)
°F=5 °C+32
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SECTION V
SYSTEM EQUIPMENT
PUMPS
2	 - BELL & GOSSETT 1535-351S 115VAC
1	 - BELL & GOSSETT 1525-352S 115VAC
VALVES
3	 - TACO #557 24VAC
TANK
1	 - ILI,	 Inc. 1,000 Gallon - Steel, Non-pressure.
Non-toxic epoxy paint inside.	 Temperature range (paint), -20OF to
220oF.
HEAT EXCHANGER
1	 - ILI,	 Inc. HX - 8048-4P-1C
With 160O F inlet water @ 23 GPM (Shell	 side)	 and 130OF inlet water
@ 34 GPM (Tube side) HX designed to give 145"F water (Shell 	 side)
and 140OF water (Tube side-to DHW Tank)
CONTROL CARDS
2	 -	 ILI, Inc.	 SC120 Single Stage Differential Controller
TEMPERATURE METER
1	 -	 ILI, Inc.	 M 15 LCD
SENSORS
10	 -	 HONEYWELL Sensors	 C773A / C773C / C773D
COLLECTORS
30	 -	 SOLAR ENERGY PRODUCTS Collectors
ILI , Inc.
5965 Peachtree Corners East
Norcross, Georgia 30071
(404) 449-5900
CU30-WW
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BELL & GOSSETT
1
SUBIJIMAL]
B-341
REVISION 3
Series,1535
Close-Coupled Centrifugal Pumps
Jon	 B a 6 REPRESENTATIVE
UNIT TAI; NO
	 ORDER NO	 DATE
ENGINEER _	 SUBMITTED BY	 DATE
CONTRACTOR	 APPROVED By
	DATE
DIMENSIONS
max.
" ^IVA•	 1'Va I Va. CONSTRUCTION
F
_
T	
TT4 4116- 1
FEATURES
Cl Volute
3,i. cm
I 4 %x'
,
max.
61
max.
Brass Impeller 
SS Shaft1
- 1
s	 M
- -
^-
 rI
"4 /s' HC 3'F^ 4.thick
t1,
f 	 31 '	 *2'6,4
4fI'
thick
Mechanical Seal for
temperatures rantlinq
from	 -20°F. to }?25°F.
61%2' Slots r Vs* x l t♦• 	 FIG. 1	 F13. 2
Bronze Fitted Construction. Motors-Open Dripproof. Single Phase-Unit Number ending In "S", 115/230 Volt, 60 Cycle, 1 Phig•o.
Three Phase-Unit Number ending in "T", 200 Volt or 230/460, 60 Cycle, 3 Phase. (Please specify)
All Single Phase Motors have built in overload protectors. 3500 RPM. 175 PSI Maximum Working Pressure.
MOOEI
NO.	 N.P.	 iSIZE
SUCTION DISCHARGE
(NPT SIZE (NPT)
DIMENSIONS IN INCHE S
A MAX.) a C 0 E Ir G	 N
351S _ 1/3_ 1'A 1 14% 21%6 5 8 3% 8 '/a FIG.	 1_
- 351T 1'/i-- -1-- 15	 - - 2; -5-- $ -- --3 -8-- -1/4 - FIG.	 1
—3525 - --F It/a -T 15 !2'ry4
-
36 _ $ '4 FIG.	 1`$
-
352T_
—2;,y -- $
_
-i/4 FIG.	 I1%2 114^ 1 -15
$
-fie
- - 3535 -15t%t 2i)'IS 5 -8 -- ^%i _ FIG.	 13h 1t/4 1
3537
—3/4 VA .15 1/a - t^J2
-
 5__ -$ -8 --IA - -	 FIG.	 1
—_1' _
^3549_ 1 ^^ 153/4 2i3 I%4 FIG. i1F/4 5 3^i6_ 8
--_3547
—1 
---
- 
11/s 1 - 1 6
 --
._ 21^ -'-5'-- -8— --3-) g-- -i/i - -FIG. I--
355S
-	 3557
5673 T­ __2 _______1 14_
t	 1t^?
- t yz
-_
---
- 1 ^h--
1'^i -
-- /:
—1
— 1----
-^ -'
161Y%
- 16%K -
- 16N -
21Y6i2,--
- 	--
51•k
-5
-	 535.
$$ --
8
$`j-
- 8
- 8
-t/4
t/
_1/y _
FIG. 2-
- 
FIG. 2
-FIG.
3'3a
3'e3%—
5753 S7_ 1 2 - -	 1 lh	 - lfi	 - 2'35, 5nr - 8 3/e - 3Y8 83/a i12
-- 3577
- - 358S
1---
1 t/t
-- 2
2
—_1 ski -
1-1/1
	
.
--161%4-
_-- 17%,
2 1 35 --
2IV6
5 1;u
5%
81b_ 8a
$ 3/a t/2
FIG.	 1
FIG. 2
3'YB
-3587` -- lsh 2_ --112- - 161yw --2 i 3^.
_
_ 5•/N - 83%
­
-
3 3YB_
_
-_
83/e t/z
_
FIG. 2
_.- 3597 —2 31/t - 16 1 f^ 21V6 81 _3'}6 8% -_ 1/2 -- FIG. 2
- 2
--
5•/I.
35107 -- 3 - 2 - -	 1 1/2	 - 173	 -- - 2'35< - - 5% 8% 33/B -83/4 '/2 FIG. 2
35117 -	 5 - ? - 1'/^	 - - 18 11/ 213'1, 5.4. - - 8 3/a - 3 3/n -83/4- -	 I"? -- FIG. 2
9 HP th(nuah 5 HP units are not available in smQle phase.
BELL & GOSSETT ITT
1;11
	 rJ (IIIIFIGMI 1 16, 11 1 5 IN 1411110141101441 IILIPHIHIi AND IrIIG•II ►F (O1r(111111(111
	 FLUID HANDLING DIVISION
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SERIES 1535 PERFORMANCE CURVES
120
10c
I— 8CWW
z
0
W hC
r
J
a
o ac
2(
C
_._ -
_ ASS
ASS
_.
-- —3SlI --
3S4
-
3510
-
3g?
_3s1
-
357_.
-
-3g8 359
-
n	 20	 40	 60 80	 100 120	 140 160	 180	 200	 220	 240
CAPACITY IN U.S. GALLONS PER MINUTE
Add "S" to purnp number when ordering single phase pumps, Add "T" to pump number when ordering three phase pumps.
c
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3 — try our seat
assembly
TO R1-ASSIMRIt
I	 J
INSTRUCTION"
fir, 	 SHEET.,
'.,^y./,%t . art ».a ^ ^^►^ ^ 'r:
Pl,nt It) Pit's 001•30'
TO SERVICE
.^c
•^Ay
1 — Twist off Power
Hood
•	 r
i
r
NUM5fR 1i
IS-100-4-11
APPLICATION
The Taco Zone Valve is an electrically operated valve used for tone control of Hydronic
Hentinq and or Cooling Systems. It controls the flow of water in a room or tone in response
to the demand% of the room or tone Ihermostal. This valve is a precisely mode device and
must be installed with •care.
RATING
	 sse-+,	 s^l.,^ •	 si'^•t'•
ssz'•t •	Saxe••	 ___ s»- tr,•'
Working Pressure i PSIG at Valve including Pump Head) - 125 PSI
	 125 PSI	 125 PSI
Maximum Differentrol Across Volvo 1 Pump Head Feet
of water •l - 150 ft. 6S Ft. 65 Ft.
Recommended Temperature Range -- Mon
	 — 240 F 240 F 240 F
Min.	 -- 40 F 40 F 40 F
Electrical Rating	 Amps.
	 — 1.0 Man 1.0 Max 1.0 Mon.
Volts
	 -- 24 24 24
SIZE
FLOW RANGE — GPM PRESS DROP THRY VALVE
FEET Of PIPE EOYIV.3 Ft.	 Se•. a 11.	 !e•. s ft.	 See. • Is.	 let.
t// 3 4 S 10
+3•" 4 6 7 8 20
1" E 10 1	 13 IS 70
1 r/•" 12 15 1	 18 21 160
MODELS
311 r ' ..	 511111110- I'll ­ 	 Sri.s,-
s1e• r •"	 set•,;	 si•t•t••
SS7.1"	 Sel.1"	 sF^•Ir/^
ZONE VALVES
wwwwwwwwwwwww^w^Rw
EFFECTIVE, Mn 15 Will
Supetwiifes IS 1004 . 1, Dtct , 2/I/69
2 — Remove the 4
Straws from hell
down plate
INSTALLATION
Valves should be installed vertically, to simplify replacement or cleaning of the seal, if ever
required of some future dale The verlic nl installation permits drawing a vacuum in the
n 	 system and replac rrrq or r lenn,ng the seat without thuinmg Ilse system
Valve may be sweal into the line without taking apart, provided, care is taken to prevent
overheating Follow these simple instructions: --
1 Use a torch will, shnrp, pointed flame.
2. Clean surfaces thoroughly and use a good grade of flu ►
3. Use 30 30 or 60 40 solder. If grades of solder requiring higher Ien ►peratures are
used, such as silver solder, the valve must be dismantled.
4. Avoid excessive use of flux.
THERMOSTAT
Use a No. 36R Taco Thermostof ; designed specifically for Taco Zone Valves i with Heal An
ticipalor set at	 p	 Other suitable two wire 1 SPST i Thermostats may also he used
if Heal Anticipator can be set of 09 Amps to match valve rating.
TRANSFORMER
Use a No 569 Toco Ttonsformer or other moke rated of 115 24V 40VA One t,ml,
former can nccommodote o maximum of 3 Taco Zone Valves
MANUAL OPINING LEVER
For gravity circulation thru valve, push lever in Power Head all the way down. Push back
U p
 
10 restore to automatic operation. lever moves easily when valve is open. Resistance is
encountered when valve is closed.
CAUTION: Addition of certain chemical additives to systems utilizing Taco equipment, voids
the warranty.
_	
IMPORTANT NOTE
Never remove Power Head while thermostat is calling for heat. If necessary to remove Power
LHead, move thermostat to lowest setting, wait a nsinute. then proceed.
TACO, 1 NC.
'i I
Ilevrrsr above
•
pro<edurr push,nq
down on tens assembly
and hold down plat,
ogarnN return spring
I 3
1 160 Cranston Street	 Taco Heoters of Canada, ltd.
Cranston	 3090 lenworth Drive
Rhode I%larrcl 02921,	
vnr,teo ,M u s A
	 Coolisville, Ontario
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RETURN	 SUPPLY
Fig. 8
S WAY MODELSZ WAY MODELS
MEATINO UNIT
Fig. 4
RETURN	 sU► PLY
,s
HEATING UNIT
Fig. S
RETURN	 OU►PLY
FAN COIL UNIT'" 1
IHE^11Na ONI^J
^r
SUPPLY
Fig. 6 RETURN
FAN COIL UNIT131( (HEATING ONLY)
1 91Fig '
 7	 RETURN
SUPPLY
lap also be used for cooling if by-pass is provided in
piping to prevent ch"ller frooso•vp.
TYPICAL WIRING DIAGRAMS
TACO THERMOSTATS
^^^Sn !^ !n
TKO ZONE VALVES
! lows-40 VA TRANSFORWR -
BASIC MIRING DIAORAU
CONTINUOUEIY OPERATING PUMP
TACO _THERMOSTATS	
11G
 
TACO ZONE VALVES
! ZOMES•40 VA TRANSF p1MER	 TO "Y" TERMINALS
j
ON BOILE R CONTROL
TRANSFORMER RELAY
BASK; MIRING DIAGRAM
INTERWTTANT OKRAT ING PUMP
FAN COIL UNIT
L
	
SUPPLY	 RETURN
Fig. 9
TYPICAL BOILER HOOK-UPS
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t` Immersion well and remote sensor wiring
conipartcnent available separately.
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Honeywell
THE C'773 IS A PLATINUM FILM SENSOR
WHICH HAS A POSITIVE: 'TEMPERATURE
COEFFICIENT ON A RISE: IN AMBIENT
TH11" :RATURF; THE, RESISTANCE ^F
THE SENSOR INCREASES.
C773A contains a single sensor for storage
tank or solar collector mounting.
C77314 contains a double sensor for storage
tank or solar collector applications.
P C773C contains a single sensor with a flat-
tened end and mounting hole for easy solar
collector installation.
I1 C773ll contains a double sensor with a
flattened end and mounting hole for easy
solar collector installation.
C Available with a medium or high ambient
temperature range (specify when ordering).
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3SPECIFICATIONS
IMPORTANT
THE SPECIFICATIONS GIVEN IN THIS PUNLICATION DO NOT INCLUDE NORMAL MANUFACTURING TULERANCES.
THEREFORE, THIS UNIT MAY NOT MATCH THE LISTED SPEC IFICATIONS EX %CTI.Y.ALSO. THISPRODUCT IS TESTED
AND CALIORATED UNDER CLOSELY CONTROLLED CONDITIONS, AND SOME MINOR DIFFERENCES IN PERFOR-
MANCE CAN 8E EXPECTED IF THOSE CONDITIONS ARE CHANGED.
TRADELINF. MODELS AVAILABLE;
C773A Temperature Sensor. Single sensor mounts in
storage tank using immersion well or on collector
with mounting clip.
C773B Temperature Sensor. Double sensor mounts
in storage tank using immersion well or on col•
lector with mounting clip.
C773C Temperature Sensor. Single sensor has flat-
tened end with mounting hole for collector
installation.
C773D Temperature Sensor. Double sensor has
flattened end with mounting hole for collector
installation.
LEADWI R E:
C773A,C-two black 18 inch 1457.2 mm j, No. 22,
NF.0 Class 1.
C773B,D--two black, two white, 18 inch 1457.2
mm 1, No. 22 stranded, NEC Class 1.
TEMPERATURE RANGE- Minus 50 to plus 450 F
minus 46 to plus 232 C 1.
DIMENSIONS: See Figs. 2 and 3.
ACCESSORIES
Immersion Well--for mounting sensor in storage
tank. See Tablo 1 and Fi,. 1.
Remote Sensor Wiring Compartment - for wiring
storag: tank sensor, Part No 111892F.
S(NSOR	 TAN1t
VV RI 	 SPUD 1	 +WALL
	
1	 TANK
- lL
SENSO R
 w	
,WFI l
LEi
INSUL AI I UN I I	 IMMERSION
CLAMP +'L LNGIII	 L t NGTH•
INLI .,O(S IU0( CLAMP NO
I)1371 t OR 1,2 OR 3V NPT	 ties
FIG. 1-TANK SENSOR INSERTED IN IMMERSION
WELL.
TABLE 1 IMMERSION WELL TABLE
IMMERSION
LENGTH
INSULATION
LENGTH
SELECT WELL MATERIAL AND
ORDER NUM BE R BE LOW
COPPER_ STAI NLESS STEE L
in, mm in. /nm
1/2 NPT 3/4 NPT 11 2 NPT 3/4 NPT
33/8 85.7 1.112 38.1 121731A 1213 718 121371 E 1213 71 F
33/8 85.7 1- 1/2 38.1 -- - 1_21371 K a
_ 1213 71 h1^
-
33/8 857 3 76.2
__
121371 L
33,8 85.7 4 101.6 122554Ai( 12266 5Aa -
5 3'8 136.5 4 101.6 1225548a 1225b56a i
fi 152 4 1 1 /4 31.8 11262068
- • __
a lias plastic sleeve on insertion well.
	 ,
	 conormed on p.3ge 3
ORDERING INFORMATION
WHEN PURCHASING REPLACEMENT AND MODERNIZATION PRODUCTS FROM YOUR TRADELINF
WHOLESALER OR YOUR DISTRIBUTOR, REFER TO THE TRADELINE CATALOG OR PRICE SHEETS FOR
COMPLETE ORDERING NUMBER, OR SPECIFY-
1. Order number.
2. Accessories (immersion well remote sensor wiring compartment).
IF YOU HAVE ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS, NEED FURTHER INFORMATION. OR WOULD LIKE TO COMMENT ON OUR
PRODUCTS OR SERVICES, PLEASE WRITE OR PHONE:
1. YOUR LOCAL HONEYWELL RESIDENTIAL DIVISION SALES OFFICE (CHECK WHITE PAGES OF PHONE DIRECTORY)
2. RESIDENTIAL DIVISION CUSTOMER SERVICE
HONEYWELL INC., 1885 DOUGLAS DRIVE NORTH
MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 55422 (612) 5427500
(IN CANADA—HONEYWELL CONTROLS LIMITED, 740 ELLESMERE ROAD, SCARBOROUGH, ONTARIO M1P 2V91
I NTERNATI ONAL S A LES AND SER VICE O F FI CES IN A L L PR I 14CIPAL CIT I E S OF THE WORL D.
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FIG. 3--C773C,D DIMENSIONS iN INCHES IMIL-
ME7RES IN BRACKETS].
INSTALLATION
WIRING
s
ON
I . Installer must be trained and experienced.
2. Disconnect power supply before connecting
wiring tc prevent electrical shock or equipment
3 Always conduct a thorough checkout as outlined
in ,he instructions with the primary control
when installation is complete.
LOCATION
F 1 Tilow the system manufacturer's recommendations
f5i thr; test location of the sensor. Each sensor should
be I.,cat,d so t hat it expetiences the most useful tem-
perature for proper system operation.
MOUN TING SENSOR
Nt-nint C777A, B as a storage tank sensor using an
immersion well as follows:
Drain system fluid to a point below the sensor
frttinq
2. Screw the weil into the threaded fitting. Use an
approved pipe dope or Teflon tape to seal the threads.
3 Refill system and check for leaks.
4 Inse- f the 5ensur probe into the immersion weU
until it b-ttoins F-e Fig 1.
5 Attach retainer clamp over groove on well spud.
Fit wires In clarnp groove and lightly tighten screw. Do
not ove tighten,
fist ill C773A,B as i collector tensor using the mount-
ing clip provided and No. 8 screw Mount C773C,D as a
cull-ctor sensor usin the flattened end with mounting
hole and a No 6 or 10 screw.
'Temperatures In excess of 450 F 1232 CJ will damage
the sensor. Shield the sensor against possible overtem-
perature conditions prior to system operation. Do riot
mount cclle_-tur sensor to collector fluid channels.
WARNING
1. Shield the sensor against possible overtem.
perature conditions prior to system operation.
2. On unglazed collectors mount the sensor with
leadwires down to keep sensor from accumu-
lating water.
3. Wire additions to the leadwires must be capable
of withstanding a temperature of 450 F 1232 C1.
All wiring must comply with applicable codes and
ordinances. The C773 can be used for numerous appla
cations in solar energy systems. Fig. 4 shows the sensors
wired to an 87412 Differential Temperature Controller.
n 7412 DIE I L FIENTIAL
{113 7LMI14ATURE	 ATROLLEA
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FIG. 4—WiRING C773 TO R7412 DIFFERENTIAL
TEMPERATURE CONTROLLER
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For the C773B and C773D Temperature Seniors,
the two black leadwires belong to one sensor and the
two white leadwires belong to the other sensor.
If the amount of sensor cable used exceeds 100 feet
130.5 m , ase No. 14 wire and grounded metaft con-
duit or two conductor shielded cable. Connect the shield
or conduit to ground at the controller. Grounded metallic
conduit or shielded cable (such as Belden 8762 or equiv
Ment) minimizes possible radio frequency signal inter
ference.
{demote Sensor Wiring Compartment (Part No
111892F) is available for tank sensor wiring (see
Accessories).
OPERATION AND CHECKOUT
OPERATION
The C773 is a platinum film sensor packaged in a cop-
per capsule. The sensor has a positive temperature coef-
ficient; on a rise in ambient temperature the resistance
of the sensor increases (Fig. 5).
CHECKOUT
Make certain that each sensor is securely mounted.
When observing the system in operation, check that the
sensors are correctly located. Each sensor should be
located so that it experiences the most useful tempera-
ture for proper system operation.
To determine the temperature which the sensor is
experiencing, use a high resistance ohmmeter (20,000
ohm/volt or greater) to measure the resistance of the
sensor. This measurement may be converted to a tem-
perature reading using Fig. 5. Check a variety of tempera-
ture locations to insure that the sensor reading is pro-
viding the most accurate temperature for proper system
operation.
If the sensors are not providing correct temperature
readings because of location, change the location and
mount properly.
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FIG. 5—CONVERTING SENSOR RESISTANCE INTO
DEGREES F ICI.
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COPIER nI A(,I AS
SPECIFICATIONS: CU30 FLAT	 Cu30- St.
^
	
PLATE SOLAR COLLECTOR
CU30-SL	 CU30-WW
OUTSIDE DIMINSIONS:	 96 S" s AS 5" It 2 57"	 Some
APERTURE AREA (sq. ft.): 	 293	 3005
PERIMETER AREA	 3317	 3317
DRY WI, IGMT (IbL):
	 156	 190
COVER PLATE
Material	 Shoot Lime glass
	
Wolof While gloss
Ughts Per Panel	 (3) 17 Ohs each	 (/) BS 5 be
Iron Oxide Conlent (S)	 005	 001
Thickness (Inches)	 14	 3i 16
Dimensions (Inches/light)	 46 r 31 S	 46 x 96
Solar Ironsmlsslon (X)
	
SI	 91
T•nsife Strength (psi) 	 6400 (tempered)
	
6400 (tempered)
Elastic Modules (psi 106 1
	
105	 105
COVER PLATE OAiKET: Slllccne goske' seal bonded to fromewoll and
cover plate boMen. UV stable
SACK PUTS
Mnterial: 0 032 mill f^nlsh aluminum sheet
Weight; 13 0 Ibs.
FRAMEWAU., BATTEN, AND MULLION
Materials: oluminum alloy extrusion Ahoy no. 6063.15
Weight: 35 Ibs
Finish: clear anodized
ASSORBESI PLATE
Material: 0 S" I.D • 0 026 wall copper flow tubes (rlechonlcotty, ex-
panded Into extruded aluminum wings for superior thermal can.
ductivlty Flow tubes brazed to 3 . inch copper headers unless spe-
clkHd otherwise All welled surfaces ore copper or brass
Fluid Capoeltp. 0 64 gallons
Flow Characteristics: 0 05 M hood at 0 75 gpm flow role (water)
Internal battles direct now for o uniform flow distribution Absorber
p!cte n designed to allow for fluid drainage when used In freeze-
dump systems Maximum design flow rote is S gpm
Pressure Drop Curve
ro
t!
10
I
I	 ] GPM NO I
	 .	 S
roll AROVI CURVE "•JSIIAIIS PRISSU/I DROP ACROSS IMI CUSD/ANTI
wit. *AtIR As I•-• ]AN1rIR OLUID
Surlaee: Assembled plate Is chemically treo , ed and cooled flol
black unless Specified otherwise
Solar Absorptivity.. 0 96
Immissivlty. 0 BO
Wight: 49 Ibs
INSULATION
Material: 1 . 1, A Inch Isocyanurate loam board. routed to receive
Y, tube purl.±rn
Thermal Conductivity: 0 0 0 Btu-in 'ft 2°F
Flame Spread Clot.&zatlon: 20
Wolght: 7 0 lbs
DESIOM LIFE: Mo tenof se fechon and design considerations anew an ex-
pected SemICe li f e of Ihlrtv (30) years, when the panel Is opt fed
r-nel y
OPTIONS
• CU30-HRM Mounting System: Aluminum extruded mill finish hingaS
141 des-greed to mate wi lt, any sect ion of fromewoll Aluminum
sr dolt (2) and mounting brackets (4) suitable for fixed position or
n-' .,s table mounting (f rorn 0 0 to 90° •) We ght 9 0 lbs
• CU30-SO '4 b rass threaded outlets with parallel Infernal 1" I U —
0 J?S w01l coppe r heaters
• L.` rt r,rr•,d an-- rl()ht hand
	 brass NDT end outlets
• CN30 -- ; cupronlckei now tubes for aggressive heal transfer fluidsI'll3
0
1111RMA1 PIRIORMANCI SIAIIIII1111V
0a PERFORMANCE: CU30 FLAT PLATE r duly . al •p rtl r 	"v1 Nt•n cKtf MSOLAR COLLECTOR
CU.10 WW I ► AI PlA t l \OIARCO11IC10R	 CV30 %I IIAI VI All SOLARCU111CTOR
NBSIR 74 535, ASH^ A I 93 P
Al' -11U01 ARIA - INIRMAI 1IQfORMANCI CURVE
NBSIR 14 e3!	 I
,I,t MM
1♦ 	 Y'	 1♦ 	 W	 t%
11R A611 A 1111RAIAt I'1 RIORMANCI CURVI
14-sling,, '
	 NBSIR 14 e35' , ,
	 . A
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Solar Energg Products, Inc.
Warranty
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I. SYSTEM WARRANTY
Solar Energy Products, Inc. worronts its Solar Domostic Hot Water Svslorns
w ih the t i;'IJw,n,) c C,nditiUns and limitations
A. Conditions of System Warranty
> I t is	 y r , •iy is erxtefuled to consumers who purchase Solar
( 7 w! ,c not Water Systems directly from SEP or from any of SEP's
Ai," ±n;e,f (`ot;ierships and to all subsequent owners of [hose
s,•.i,•n	 s,, iong os the sys tem remains in its original installation
? tt + :	 l,u r ^t ,, t': + ve r s Authorized installations only when they are
s' li , 1 ,; r , rated cloo maintained accofdmg to the procedures
1 s, I•' ' d n Itie SEP In sic llohon Operotron and Maintenance
l"m ,:,v oral Ihe• Authorited SEP Dealer Policy Manual
S Tr <.v.	 .r!v -r • •,ritUnaufhorized nslatlahonsonlywhrnRx?y we
r r .,. I,.>,,,t,., 7 0^.f -nuinknndd OCCordlnq to the procedures
1 r`,.7 rl the Si P I nsioPution Operation and Maintenance
1 1 t, , • Warranty Registration Card Io, Sunhred 1 `4nergy Systems
s ,;nt+,l (n,y co,vii)bN. + d by file Purchase( and the Installer
 ,1 ! ,v the P,,r;: I user within (10) days of the completion of
!rr it , ( I
 
itroo War r anty Vol dofion Inspet pons
„ W oIt onty Validation Inspection form musi be completed by
.., .I ­ .71..0. , .ed by the Purchose t and re t urned within (10)
1, , ,s r l •,n c	 'i.,n ; r each of the Warranty Volldalion inspections
'orago of System Warranty
1 Authorized Installations
; ,i e.: vvrvtn the system Is Installed b y an Authorized SEP
i. 1 r^'eny hcr^ sod li l Install Solar Domestic Hot Water Systems
,
	
	 ,r 't.n wonanty from date of Initial Installation complF hon
, t 1 t-; j o of (tie Solar System Including any comDCnent or
t	 v > er++ such laiiu , c is caused by a (+ erect In materials
,c I, rrr instrY alion or corrJsicn of the absorber plate or
I ;
	
ti ;gos This warranty covers the full cost of parts,
sl 1 • t ,,y (N) f oe s4o) handling (necessary to remedy the
r, , + n1 Lit the site (it necessary ), and held
• t , ^ .. ,.n ^ 7 re,:7sonuClle i^me of the complaint Io verily
;t sh ;` l ob it it- Cause .lnd .determine corrective
n ,> Authorized SEP Doctor )
Ur,ujn . crized Installations
t , i,1 s ., her, ir„ s,slem is installed b y a property
,c.' ., t I not by an Authorized SEP Dealer,
Otte year limited warranty I rorn (fate of in,hol installation
S' l,,.l.,re :)t the solar system. Including any
1,e '
	
'Jssetnh'y ,s h ore such failure Is Caused by a
• ,„lh i ,7'% n7,7rnr'Clclure or corrosion of the absorber
flits wanunfy Covers the f ull cost of
..^,,.	 nq (1.) the situ)
1 U vurranteil Installations
. -7 , • -1 h, lino(onsed poitonnel and or those with no
1	 1	 ,
I COMPONENTS WARRANTY
^g e„r„pC)neMS along with t •och component S
Lt- " .. i „ 'e the	 s &orronty cards
A. Co ll ector Limited Warranty
Soar• Fn_>rg; Products, Inc.
	 n o 's ' f it- Solar Energy Products, Inc.
,, .^y c ^rr oprie • ni ,ir •.lssemh i , for 0 pellod of Five
y 1 'l rl ' . .	 r	 'S',' J' r.
	
'U :nil' of the Collec to r caused
by ci defect in nioteii(ils or monulae lure but flat gloss breoknge this
warronfy covers the lull Cost of all parts l000r shipping Ito the tile)
handling (necessary to remedy cleft- % 1) replacement of ' t ie site Ill
nc+cessary) and is unalk + ctrd bych0ngeol Ownership as long as thv
Colit>clo' remains in the ongihul installation
NOTE; Col lector Is not wanunted against domoge from exposure
to freeze conditions
S. Absorber Plate and Coolant Passages
Solar Energy Products, Inc. warrants the Solar Energy Products, Inc.
Collector absorber plutet and coolant passugt-s for a period of live
years from the date of installation against failure due to Cotrnsion
ONLY when. In Closed Systems original fluid and any makeup consists
ut 50 5U nllxfure of Pfe5fone Ili monu focturx > d by Unron Coibide
Corp (or any (o.ppei cu ,"Polihie hear exchange fluid as determined
by tho Capper Cleve ,aperient Associal,ons) and distilled water or water
teshoo Iron, 9 a to 7 0 ph In Open Sys t ; ms water having a ph
bolwren 9 4 and 7 0 s ac coptubte INS warranty covers, for the first
year only the lull cost of ,711 parts (In( Iuding the cost of furnishing a
new ohsorber plate) labor shipping (Ic the s(te), handling (necessary
to r emedy the defect) and reploc*emenf of the site (It necessa r y) This
worronty cowls for the second through fifth years the full cost of oil
parts (Includ ng the cost Of ferrrushung a new absorber plate). labor
and shippuig to the site The wuiranty goes with the collector and Is
unollecte•d by chnotle of ownership so long as the collector remains in
the original iflsfollation
C. Differential Controls limited Warranty
Solar Energy Products, Inc„ and Hawthorne Industries warrant Solar
Energy Products, Inc, differential controls for a period of one year
Iron) date of purchase against failure due to defect in materials or
manufacture, providing that the product has not been repaired,
serviced. altered, subjected to misuse, neglect. accident or improper
inslollotion (by anyoro other than the manufacturer) This warranty
covers the full cost of parts, labor and shipping, and is unaffected by
change In ownership. so
 long as the controller remains in the original
installation
D. Pumps Limited Warranty
Solar Energy Products, Inc., and Grundfos Corp warrant all Grundfos
Punips sold by Solar Energy Products, Inc. for a period of eighteen
months f rom dote of purchase against fallurP causer by de f ect in
fnatenais or rnunulucture, provided that they are properl y
 Ins!ullud
and Used with n701UlaCllifet' S recommendations and have no t been
repa,red or altered oulside the G!undfos Pumps Corpototion loctery
Phis wanonty covers the full cost of all pails labor and shipping and is
unanected by the change in ownership so Iona as the purnp remains
in its original insluilahon
E. Storage Yanks and Storage Tanks With Built-In Hoot Exchangers
Limited Warranty
Solar Enorgy Products, Inc., Mof-Flo Inclusines Inc . Ruud
Monu t ocfur ng Co ancd Qt, ve>rn Manufacturing Co Walton? storage
funks and stor;lge tanks w,th built in heal exchangers sold by Solar
Energy Products, Inc., fat a period of f,ve years from do t e of
cum[lietion of insk7Paliun agoinsf lo-lure cousec7 by (10eet m ma'enol.
me7 n ulaclkite or na'ura' CoiroS , an proVldea thol Ine held exc hill,i,;Or
$01ul,an ,s nKLntai n e(d [ t e r J . s t 'uchJns This wananly cove r s tree full cost
O f [X-Ins 10L-Of 0 1 70 shipD,nq and is „notfected bi t chani.ae ,n
cwners'up so lung is the sfo r cge tanks and s i vage funks w,ih Uuiu in
heat excho r ige r s rt• rTla,n .n their originoi instullations
42
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111. AUTHORIZED ary DEALER
WARRANTY REQUIREMENTS
Aumnmred SEP Dealers are responsible and obligated to comply with all	 Authorued SEP DvO101 is responsible and cbl gated w L • r nde)q- j u y
roc.)I stale and federal consumer worronN requuervents	 insured l ot completed .,petahons liability
Instn'ic)thons must be pertormod by ptoper t y	 pets(mnel in	 A rthool • 'd SEP Do,)Inr , o-,ponsible and oblipoh ,
 )	 pr.,r-,. ^ 3 :') y
n]Cel rda flco with all known govnmrng Ou+kf nq ordiruinces 	 Wonunty ms{».c,nr,r+ r, +volt ns rn •,pnehon at the end c,f JC5 ooys 0 y$lvf
opetolions
WARRANTY SCHEDULE FOR SOLAR ENERGY PRODUCTS, INC., DOMESTIC HOT WATER SYSTEMS
I
System In( uding AL s, , tb •t Plote Slofoye lank
All Compononts Coolant Passages Differential and (teat
ITEM and Assemblies Cep+	 ^Ior Colleclor Controls Pumps Fxr:honoer
Authowed
WARRANTOR Dealer Ins t olfet Mt(),Vendor Mfg Vendor Mfg Vendor Mfg Vendrr M+) ^ enctnr
WARRANTOR'S Hawthorne, Grundfos. M ;•Fl-
NAME SEP SEP SEP SEP R"IfN1 SEP
Auth UnauthINSTALLATION
WARRANTY 2 5
PERIOD 1 yr 1 yr 5 yr s 1 yr yr•, 1	 yr ' 18 rT1os= 5 vrs'_
WARRANTY COVERS
FAILURE DUE TO:
Defect Material Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yr s
Manufacture, Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes yes
Installation, Yes No Nu No No No No h.
CORROSION:
Absorber a
Passages Yes Yes No Yes* Yes*
COSTS COVERED
BY WARRANTY:
Parts Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Labor Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Shipping Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Y^rs
Handling Yes No Yes Yes No No No N^,	 I
Inspection Yeas No No No No No No No
Replace at Site Yes No Yes Yes No No No IIt,
SUBSEQUENT
OWNER
COVERED Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Not :,rJrrar ICd :,hen damage Is caused by use of unacceptable transfer fluid.
WARRANTOR'S NAME	 ADDRESS
	
PHONI:
") v Prcduuts Inc	 1208 N W 8 1 h Avenue Gn,nosv ilo FL 32001
• I^SCO t pPra t +On	 2555 C'nv+s A.-r•nu0 CioVl$ (- A 9361
r t	 ;,,su r s Inr	 18450 Sou t h glues Road Ca v.•!arvl OH 44128
	
0:v s un C. ' ', Inv Cu	 76J0 S_) t,tr, kr •dt+g A—r )P	 IL 10652
au t; .ti•)'r.' He at, q Divrs,cr • C,tv Inv C:	 7600 Sou t h Kedrg Avenue Cn+, ago IL 60652
1-1 Solar Energy Products, Inc.
	41 -)	 Supplier of Solar Energy Equ,pment
1208 N.W. 81h Avenue • Gotnesvill. r ' ' 1 601 • (904) 377.6527
E	 43
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INDEPENDENT LIVING INCORPORATED (ILI)
SOLAR ENERGY SYSTEMS
r><
:>< CERTIFICATE OF LIMITED WARRANTY;';
4,;
A. A FIVE YEAR WARRANTY;''
Each ILI Solar Energy System, which consists of the compressor, collectors, energy storage tank, control unit, > `^
domestic hot water tank, water cod and e.,pansion device, is warranted by Independent Living, Inc. (ILI) to ^^r
.1
,a be free from defects in material and workmanship for five (51 yea r s or for the time warranted b y the original e`
r
c ,
is	 from	 date	 found	 inspectionequipment manufacturer • whichever	 shorter,	 the	 of shipment, and, if	 upon	 by
ILI to be defective, will be repaired at 1 LI's expense, provided that the defective material is returned, all trans-
portation charges prepaid, to the nearest 10 Authorized Repair Station, The location of sold repair station
< Can be obtained by telephoning (Area Code 404 — 455.0927). rm
c 0. TWELVE-MONTH COMPONENT WARRANTY Y> `
1 Each solar system component is warranted by ILI to be free from defects in material and workmanship for
Am•0.
>'
1 ty.alve (12) months from the date of shipment and, if found upon inspection b y ILI to be defect,vu, will be +:,
>	 •1 repaired or replaced at ILI's option and expense, provided that the defective part is returned, all transporia• >^1;
lion charges Pre paid, to the nearest ILI Authorized Repair Station. The location of said repair station can be
obtained by telephoning ILI (Area Code 404 — 455{X927). r >
C. TWELVE-MONTH INSTALLATION WARRANTY
If during the first year after installation the system fails due to defective workmanship by ILI, ILI will reps r^<
the system. This warranty is not valid if any modifications or repairs to the ILI installed solar energy system YY
are made by anyone other than ILI or its daiiignated representative. j
• D. GENERAL WARRANTY CONDITIONS AND LIMITATIONS Cam ,
>cIThis warranty does not cover any field labor for replacement or repair of parts, or for inspection, removal,
transportation to and from the ILI Authorised Repair Station or reinstallation of component or water-source ^%•'
,c I heat pump. Re placement or repair under this warranty will not extend the above warranty periods. r'r
ac 1i This warranty isextonded to protect the user from c,impinont defects only, and ILI assumes no liability under ithe teims of this warranty for pens which fail because of misapplication, improper installation, improper r	 ;
maintenance, abuse, corrosion, improper voltage, or acts of Geri or other causes beyond the control of ILI. >=
ILI neither assumes nor authorizes any person to assume for it any obligation or warranty other than those ><^
staled hwein. K ^r , s
• Any suggestion to the contrary notwithstanding, ILI 	 shall not, in air event, have env liability under this
.c ' warrant	 unless and until it has been	 d in full for the product supplied. The warrantV	 pa	 p	 y period shall begin to >-
` r run as described above, however, whether or not payment has been made.
.c
,
><
J.c
E. LIMITATION OF WARRANTIES`
J <	 ti
I
•	 }^
,at IT IS EXPRESSLY UNDERSTOOD THAT THIS WARRANTY IS MAKE IN LIEU OF ANY AND ALL
^..OTHER REPHESENTAT IONS, CONDITIONS AND WARRANTIES, EXPRLSSOR IMPLIED, INCLUDING
BUT NOT LIP01TED TQ THOSE OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A P•RTICULAR PUR-
POSE, WHCT HER ARISING FROM STATUTE, COMMON LAW, CUSTOM OR 01 HLFIirviSE, ANO THAT
THE PROCEDURE SET FORTH IN THIS LIMITED WARRANTY SHALL BE THL EXCLUSIVE RLMFDY
c
AVAILABLE• TO ANY PERSON. NOTWITHSTANDING THE PRFCEDING SENTENCE, IF THIS'NAIT• ><
HANTY 15 DEEMED TO BE FOR A CONSUMER PRODUCT AS DEFINED IN 15 U S C. 2301, et. soq , .	 t;
' r THEN, IN THAT EVENT, NO IMPLIED WARRANTY, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMI TEO TO THOSE OF >•
i MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, SHALL EXTEND BEYOND THE
VtR100S SPECIFIED ABOVE IN SECTION A AND B.^
F. CONSEOUENTIAL DAMAGES
ILI SHALL NOT IN ANY EVENT IIE LIABLE FOR INCIDENTAL OR CONSEOUENTIAL DAMAGES >`	 '
( ARISING OUT OF THE OWNERSH I P,IJ;E OR OPERATION OFTHIS EQUIPMENT. WHC THE R ACLAIM CL
FOR SUCH DAMAGES IS BASED UPON WARRANTY, CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE. >
^a l^'G. GLASS
This warranty does not cover any glass damage at any time regardless
1 of the caN4/	 44 K
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